
had to work I prepared breakfast and lunch. Later, after writing on my dissertation, I even went down to the hardware store (I could not help it) to buy some small tools to fix a bit of her ancient
oak floor with little hole and particularly a crack under her computer chair (her father tried to unsuccessfully fix it before). The day was again most nice and the town, this gorgeous town was
invaded with people, people out enjoying the sun and socializing (not really Sweden then). It took me a long time with the shitty knife I bought to shape a wooden plank I found in the garbage
and place it in the crack but I have managed. Later I went to pick Myrthe my love at the academy where she successfully delivered a lecture (her first of the academic year). We had an
hamburger out (rather expensive to eat out here) and I was a bit heavy with thoughts regarding all the obstinacy I find at the university for the type of more creative and immersive research I am
conducting. Spilled them we were both home working at the floor again and filling and painting the mice holes together, occupying the entire evening...

A beautiful five stars day (or 8 cm diamters as I grade it in my documenting of emotions). It started rather slow, waking up on Myrthe's side and really having to give up the idea of starting the
day in a most disciplined fashion as I am used to. We got in fact down to the train station after all the loving procedures including breakfast and shower. We got on our way to Mastricht to use
her brother Ivo's house while he is gone with his family in France. There were dealys and we ended up for hours on a slow train which gave me the great possibility to keep on elaborating my
thesis, getting good insights. We got first to the house by bus and I kept my eyes open not to  see the city from the window. We got back to it in slow motion, walking, finding grapes and crops
like I am used to, even hills on the horizon. The fortification with lime walls really stroke me and so much also the city, so European in fact. We had it really nice walking also to the other side of
the big river Mas and share a little salad there to then walk back at night in the brother's house with as much as an alarm, reminding me a bit of my Italian family (also a doctor).

Another beautiful day this time biking in the very near Belgium, the Walloon Belgium, France speaking, the same Walloons that got over to Sweden, a fourth of August's ancestors. The
impression was again a war stricken land, quite poor in this respect, also in comparison with shiny Maastricht. We first ended up in a in between wars fortification which became totally obsolete
with airplane warfare and was taken by the Germans in a little more than a day. It was rather impressive with five kilometers tunnels and many cannon spots. We walked above it and ate allot of
blackberries after some rain. We then proceeded into Belgium reaching a little Louvre miracle site but then turned back, not really finding any highlights. Back to a small town called Canne we
stopped for a drink and walked up to the caves in the lime rock, quite fascinating indeed and justifying all the underground military work (yet these other caves went as far back as the Romans)...
August would like this! Up on the hills there we caught the beautiful side of Belgium at last, as much as Myrthe and I laid down for quite some time to play our love games while the sun awaited
to set for us and a pipe was playing in a lime villa on the other side of the valley. Now we are back in Ivo's small mansion, again sat to spend a bit more time together, in this tiny vacation of
ours!

An easy day, waking up in beautiful Maastricht, right at the Belgium boarder, with plenty of dreams. It did not take me so long to write them and after a breakfast with soy yogurt (Myrthe avoids
dairy products due to pimples) we were off for good to the city center with all our bags. Eating a very nice local pie from an ancient baker, Myrthe also mentioned she will not have much money
in the future and I will really try to help her, not making spend a penny, at least for leisure with me. We then went for free to the nice Aldo Rossi museum where I enjoyed his counter tendency
towards structuralism and monumentality in a very playful manner. Much was also the visual culture to consume inside, both from the Netherlands but also Italy. We then went back to Utrecht
for a party in the park with Myrthe's friends, all with kids. It was quite cold the wind but I really enjoying playing with my new nephew Pepjn (when I move to new countries I return to the same
level as kids who cannot speak)... now back in the attic cutting my angel's hairs...

A rather long day, waking up super early in the middle of the night, thinking about the disturbing meeting I should have tomorrow with Hans Ruin, the Philosophy Professor who is supposed to
lecture me why my writing is not academic. Luckily I had warm Myrthe on my side and she felt immediately my worries, waking up several times for me, with the bell ringing in between and
finally making love to one another. She took me to the station and we kissed till the train left, only to get stuck again. I was not worried to loose the train but I did find a fast bus waiting for me
outside and I got the airplane without problems. In Stockholm I did not go back home directly but took a little stroll in the city,  conducting thus my project with films, photographs and
annotations. I bought a little salad at a back street bakery I knew and ate in the observatory park (where there is also a free smelly toilette) before going in the public library. I sort of wanted to
meet August but at last decided not to interfere with Liselott's plan now that she doesn't want me in her apartment anymore. I am now going to the center of my town, Södertälje, to pick a new
tripod I have ordered since I lost the attachment of the old one already a month ago when Myrthe was visiting here (I am amazed so far I have not lost anything else ... but anyhow, I did manage
to film with other tripods and positioning the camera on public furnitures and wherever in nature). Home, rather alone now, for some days! 

A quite okay day, sunny but a bit coldish. I woke up with some good dreams in my head after making up my sleepless traveling. I had quite some laundry to do now that I took up all of Lamin's
dirty clothes from the cellar. I did that while updating my project. It all went smooth but got a bit stuck with the additional digitization of my calligraphy for a meta part of my project. Generally,
for this twelve projects I have about my archival practice I might have to get more systematic but I am actually doing some work there and do not wish to give it any high priority, just keep it
informal. I also manage to go out in the little public park to do some Chinese gymnastic and then ate on the rush to make it to the university, although nothing was going on there. My supervisors
had a meeting with the philosophy professor who has still to meet me to discuss my paper. I wonder if he complains about me to them... Anyhow, I have been scanning allot of text from
McLuhan but could not get connected to the Internet with my laptop, this to retrieve images to fit to the writings. I went to the city at last, writing as usual on my dissertation while traveling (I
find it quite prolific), and met Mervi in a café to finish her website. It went quite smooth, she was not demanding and we got it out. I also showed her a bit of my videos and she was quite happy.
We went to a snobby opening together, I was thinking to meet Jacek and my old curator friend Bjorn but met none and really disliked the polishness of the work presented, all art made to be art.
Throughout our time together Mervi insisted that I should get out with my work. I thought of festival but she thought more about gallery shows. The situation has been obviously quite
complicated but I wish to be operative now more in the continent, Amsterdam maybe or something... it has been years now. Also I did not hear a thing from Liselott after I asked her how I could
have done with August for the small holidays ahead. She seems to have cut the communication with me... not so good but Friday should be my time with August. I cannot fight for my rights to
be with him because the future of a person fulfilling his willing his so economically unstable. Talking of which, I was impressed to hear how little money Mervi and Girilal survive with every
month... I shall not complain!

A quite nice sunny day with a summer still keeping up despite the bad expectations one is used to have in this country. I woke up very early and did all my project update very thoroughly but
also started playing around quite much with my Website, still troubling a bit with the related thinking I type down now that I have added the calligraphy onto it (I am pimping mercilessly the
meta parts of the project as they are also my last additions and I want to at least squeeze in some musical composition as well). Later I felt a bit fried by all this computing but mostly by the
seating and I finally decided to bike all the way to the University. I was hesitant because I had a seminar I promised my supervisor Charlotte to attend but in fact biked, got lost in a beautiful
nature with warm lakes and forests and obviously arrived too late to the department. I then sat in the library to again program and now I am in town where I will be picking up a modem
compatible with my server so that I can update remotely my Archive (I will buy it used to save some money as I am already saving allot and spending the few I have left to buy airplanes tickets
to my angel who cannot yet fly to me). I am off to write on my dissertation now for some time!

A pretty okay day, waking up with again many dreams (is the after biking stiff back causing them?), and yet feeling rather upset finding about another exhibition on memory and data storage  in
which my American friend Brian is exhibiting and of which I am sort of cut out despite my unique effort. It hurts sometime, but only for a bit since I know that any form of success can in fact
hinder my enterprise and screw my existential drive. I also had a nice chat with Myrthe instead of going out stretching and prior rushing to the university where I attended a meeting with my
supervisor Staffan, the professor Johan and the German scholar Ilva, all very nice people. The conversation was again all in Swedish and I have survived. Also I did manage to at last fix the little
issues I had with the changes I made with my Webpage, getting at last for a very simple solution and feeling at last very satisfied! i have not written anything on my dissertation however and I
have sort of ten days left to turn in my first sub-chapter to Staffan, although I am quite ahead. I feel very curious of his reaction, hopefully it will not be as blocking as that of the Philosophy
Professor saying: "this is not an academic paper" (I am to meet him next week). Tomorrow is also my little August and I shall go do some grocery for him now! 

Another blue sky day and yet another day of rather intense work, updating my project, fixing the Website, going out to stretch but then taking it a bit easy having lunch with Mamo, an old Italian
friend, professor in physics who I met accidentally out of the university, a very smart guy with whom we had a long conversation, or better I have mostly sat and listen to him talking like only
Italians can. I am usually a bit careful about spending money going out to eat but I make some exceptions with friends and with August, who I picked up later in the afternoon (not too late) after
writing quite allot on the metro on my dissertation, really pouring down thoughts, regarding a topic, my own project, which I have now meditated on and tested for over a decade. With August
we walked along the lake and through a small forest to the metro station and went all the way in the south of town where I bought him some good quality second hand clothes and outdoor shoes
now that he is joining the boyscouts making me really proud (my education is tendentially active and outdoor).I also got a spray can, this because I want to take August to bike soon and I have
spotted for many weeks now a bike that has been abandoned, at least in my view, outside the commuter station (I already have a front wheel for it and I will have to unscrew the locked one).
Later we ate a big falafel dish and are now riding back the commuter where I just met an Italian guy studying design here, who has been also complaining, just like Mamo at lunch, about the
terrible economic situation striking Italy now... the end of a miracle or just the way all sudden exploitations end up after saturation and exhaustion of the natural and human resources of a
country? Anyway, so far I do not mind recessions...  

A very refreshing day I would say, letting August sleeping till almost noon while troubling a bit with my "technical configurations" like my server and so forth yet alway being very much on
time and done at least with the archival part of my project (to the rest I don't give it so much priority and now that it is configured I will keep it more as a winter hobby). The sun was very much
shining and I took August first thing to the second hand shop across the bridge where I got him another bag full of winter clothes. After which we went down to our magical iron beaver beach  as
we did about six months ago. There was snow then and high grass now but the sky and the sun were just amazing like then. We also found some Indian like sculptures, bricolages out of what the
water brings... really a spiritual experience particularly after turning on the fire while August was looking for iron, then eating and enjoying the water, really what is lacking of my mountain
heritage and what is so nice here (and so close to me now despite all the industrial speculation!). Later we walked back by following the water and I got quite inspired to hang some twenty meters
of faces from portraits of acquaintances project, hang them down the high bridge of the highway. At home we got a little ice cream and August did not really enjoy the bike I fixed for him
yesternight; it was too high. After talking together to Myrthe via Skype, we actually went out with the bike and then he liked it, so tomorrow we are set to go with my old friend and colleague
Åsmund... 

A very, very nice day, the never ending summer really helped! I started the day with the usual updating but also preparing for small home improvements as Pilip, Jacek Polish colleague, will be
my "paying" guest from tomorrow. Åsmund came over with the bike and I had already arranged breakfast and the picnic to take with us. He was really, really quite from the beginning, like a real
Norwegian, but we soon started joking quite much, particularly with August around. We then took our bikes up the stream and I guided them to the enchanting opening of the Mälaren lake, the
same lake bordering with August's country farm. We stopped on a beach for the sandwiches I had prepared and later continued across a natural reserve into unexplored territory, the same place
where last year I was thinking to get a little cottage instead of an apartment. My aim was a little mountain I saw on the tourist map and it was in fact nice climbing up together and seconding
August with all his treasure hunting. On the way back, someone, Åsmund was unsure of the way and kept checking the map on his smart phone till at last it tripped over a speed limit bump,
flying in the corner of my eyes and scratching his hands, arms and abdomen. He was covered in blood basically and the smart phone broken in pieces. I immediately teared my t-shirt apart and
made bandages but somehow I could refrain laughing either. Some people with the summer cottage there, received Åsmund inside and took care of him, washing the blood away and placing
small bandages, too small for his big scars. We were able, later, nonetheless, to bike to a nice café and there eat a very cheap ice cream cake. August had even a tick on his neck and I promptly
removed it... what a glorious day nonetheless, with such an intense sun and so much  breaking of our psychological barriers, doing such adventures. Later we left our bikes at my place and got up
town with the commuter. I had two bags filled with clothes for August which I gave Liselott and offered her and August an hamburger. I was a bit sad for her but we stayed silent and just
enjoyed the moment all together. We then moved on to our different ways, but I will meet August again on Tuesday as she is going out partying with her work. Now I am on the commuter again
going back and with allot of videos to edit from this quite brilliant weekend... 

Yesternight I have slept in my studio, letting the guest room now free for Filip, who is about to come. I woke up in the middle of the night, maybe the mattress too hard or my back to stiff from
the biking, nonetheless I knew what had to be done, update my project for a couple of hours and then go back to bed. Waking up I had some weird dreams about being killed by Liselott and
sliding down a mountain with August. I sat to write them and got in a bit of a moody chat with Myrthe, particularly on the issue of August's education since I have no authority on him and I just
want to have a natural and spontaneous relation (meantime Filip has come, he seems a nice guy!). Luckily we were able to overcome the issue with love, getting back to one another with allot of
promises. In the early afternoon I was finally able to do some home improvements like putting up a little bathroom closet and pulling up from the terrace (it does not go through my door) a chair
to place in front of the screen in my studio playing videos of public places. I have also been writing on my dissertation coming up with a nice Pinocchio metaphor to describe the various kinds of
life-logging (I don't know though whether the supervisor will allow it... but I will keep it formy record, my out-of-academia book). Now that Filip is here, he seems very much willing to help out,
so I guess my star-your-master website project to profile higher education in Europe will finally take place.

A much better night sleep, putting all my jackets between my sleeping bag and my mattress. Also quite a good day of work, updating my project and adding on to the meta part with calligraphy
writing and a movie about my old Shanghai friend Philip. Later I went out to stretch in my little park, to keep me sane. I can now stand on my elbows like Davide showed me before the summer.
I rushed to the university for lunch to attend a seminar (they are sort of mandatory) but did not find anyone in the house so decided to keep up with the correcting of all the pages I have already
written down of my thesis. I really wonder what is going to be my supervisor objection particularly now that I will meet the obstinate Philosophy professor who cannot digest my writings. I then
went to August, with some grocery and the usual ice cream. I took him to the little lake nearby his school, he was willing and we had fun until he felt in with his shoes and got quite grumpy for
some time. I used m survival skill and put some plastic bagson his wet feet to walk home. He got better then and he isnow playing lego while I will cook some pasta. Liselott is partying
somewhere and we will sleep together, in the expensive bed I bought for my back... the story now loops. 

Another super early awake, with a few dreams this time. It is probably my stiff back, or August kicking me in the middle of the night, or just some accumulated stress although I have been very
relaxed recently.  Anyhow, I did not lay in bed for too long and got up to work, very prolificly at my project,now being also quite systematic in updating also the meta part, switching from the
meat parts related to my own cultural production to that of others, one day each. I later woke August up, he was much nicer to me today and even got myself to teach him how to tie his shoes. On
the way to the university I felt rather inspired by all these discussion I have been hearing on trans-humanism, which directly related to the sub-chapter on self-augmentation I have sort of already
wrote. I sat forth then incorporating that bit of discussion (mostly taking the distance from these contemporary trends and positioning my own). In the office Roman was chatting and talking in
Ukrainian all the time but it did not really bother me. I had instead a nice exchange myself with Myrthe before meeting at last, after half a year, my philosophy professor. He seemed not really
indignant about my writing and only felt I should get more straight to the point... will see, I will just emulate the paper he will send me, although for me his request is not really concrete, and
that's where I get lost. Now I am on my way home, the good weather getting spoiled and the new Polish roommate also to be handled, but most of all some sleep.

I have stayed home today, waking up very early, which has allowed me to update my whole project and write on my dissertation (now that I have started I am like a train... hopefully these
"academics will stop putting their stiff and antique sticks in my wheels"). Other than that I have also checked how to distress an inflammation I have got in my foot, which has not really allowed
me today to stand so much (the right heel piercing with pain). I did go out for my gymnastic however and got quite some little small improvements done in the afternoon. Mainly I have been still
trying to get the doors I have mounted to close more smoothly and have switched configuration in my room so that the server will no longer be used to Archive my work but as an actual server,
while I will use the hard-disk I have left with Myrthe for the backing up (no connection to the World Wide Web then for my whole Archive). Later, despite the pain, I have been to my lovely
Södertälje (I really start to feel home here despite all the modern brutality with factories and immigrants), this to buy some tapes, one to wrap up my heel (I did follow some Youtube clips
showing how to do it and release the tension) and one for the monitor I have installed in my room to play the video of public spaces. I actually been watching a bit of it today for testing and it
was totally striking, my heart was almost piercing with pain been walked through by the videos in those places I have been exploring with August... empty places are really the containers of our
memories as the ancient would say. Now I am waiting for Filip, I was too kind with him, he knows I am about to leave now for the Netherlands but nonetheless took the liberty of not coming
home, now that he should work harder for me since I told him generously that he could stay here for free, another son of a bitch? Meantime I told Lamin to come and pick his stuff which I left all
in the basement, freeing myself of such burden... who knows if he will comes and return my keys...

A very, very long journey today to be with my angel, traveling through the fog this time going straight down to the end station of the commuter train and taking a little walk in the little town
there to then proceed with students to the cute town of Nyköping where I took another refreshing walk before getting to the airport. It was rather empty outside but because of the fog all flights
were delayed and the inside was totally packed. I sat down with a nice Dutch couple coming back from a hike in the Swedish mountains and then got in the airplane, a bit impressed by two
Swedish skinheads with allot of tattoos even on their bold heads. One of them in particular was so not Swedish  making jokes aloud and screaming, really revealing a personality, although rather




